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Abstract

Application sandboxing is a well-established security principle employed in the Android platform to safeguard sensitive information. However, hardware resources, specifically the CPU caches, are beyond the protection of this software-based mechanism, leaving room for potential side-channel attacks. Existing attacks against this particular weakness of app sandboxing mainly target shared components among apps, hence can only observe system-level program dynamics (such as UI tracing). In this work, we advance cache side-channel attacks by demonstrating the viability of non-intrusive and fine-grained probing across different app sandboxes, which have the potential to uncover app-specific and private program behaviors, thereby highlighting the importance of further research in this area.

In contrast to conventional attack schemes, our proposal leverages a user-level attack surface within the Android platform, namely the dynamic inter-app component sharing with package context (also known as DICI), to fully map the code of targeted victim apps into the memory space of the attacker’s sandbox. Building upon this concept, we have developed a proof-of-concept attack demo called ANDROSCOPE and demonstrated its effectiveness with empirical evaluations where the attack app was shown to be able to successfully infer private information pertaining to individual apps, such as driving routes and keystroke dynamics with considerable accuracy.

1 Introduction

In the past decade, Android has become the predominant mobile operating system and is boasting the largest market share in global smartphone sales volume [4]. With Android smartphones serving as ubiquitous personal handheld devices, countless personal private data (e.g., user email and contact list) and a variety of persistent identifiers (e.g., IMEI) are accessed and processed daily. The emergence of the Android ecosystem has also attracted numerous malicious attacks [12], a large portion of which either gain device control [13, 23] or steal private user information such as chats [37] and geographic locations [22]. To protect user privacy from unauthorized access, Android sandboxes user-space apps to prevent them from interacting arbitrarily with each other and the key system components. When first introduced in Android 5, the app sandboxing mechanism was implemented on top of the mandatory user-based access control of SELinux [43]. It inherits the UID/GID permission model of Linux and enforces each app to be run in an isolated process space by assigning a unique UID at installation time. By default, two isolated apps (without a pre-established trust relationship) cannot interact; any app is not allowed to access system components or resources without the corresponding permissions. Subsequent Android versions continued to improve their security mechanisms, e.g., Android 10 introduced Scoped Storage [14] which restricts an app’s access to external storage.

Nevertheless, it has been shown in real-world practices that an app may circumvent Android’s sandboxing and gain access to protected data without user consent, which is mostly achieved by means of covert or side-channel techniques. In particular, covert channels enable communication between two colluding apps so that one app can share its permission-protected data with another app lacking those permissions [27]. The research community has previously explored the potential for covert channels in Android using local sockets and shared storage [32], as well as other unorthodox means such as vibrations and accelerometer data [6]. However, typical covert channels can be easily detected by dynamic analysis, e.g., TaintDroid [15] and XManDroid [10]. Side channels, on the other hand, occur when there are alternate means to access the protected resource that is not audited by security mechanisms. Side-channel attacks take advantage of unintended leakage of information through features such as power consumption, electromagnetic emissions, timing, or even sound. The typical scenarios of side-channel attacks involve inferring sensitive data (e.g., encryption keys and
passwords) and private user information (examples including
gender [33], identity [44], and even driving routes [35]). At-
ttempts have also been made to exploit cache-based side chan-
nels for the purpose of breaching Android’s app sandboxing.
For instance, ARMageddon launched side-channel attacks on
libinput.so, a system-shared library, to monitor keyboard
presses [30]. Zhang et al. used the same strategy on another
system-shared library, namely libinputflinger.so [50].
However, existing work only managed to exploit shared code
across different processes due to Android’s system architec-
ture; in addition, these adversarial approaches are susceptible
to various system factors and noises in practice [47], limiting
their capabilities to rough estimations of what is happening at
a coarse granularity.

In this paper, we propose ANDROSCOPE, a fine-grained
side-channel attack that compromises the Android app san-
boxing mechanism. Our attack leverages a user-level attack
surface of the Android platform, namely the dynamic code
loading mechanism using package context (DICI). Specifi-
cally, while the previous work explored the possibility of
exploiting DICI in code reuse attacks [17], our investigation
targets a more fundamental question, namely “how code of
another app is accessed by components within the current
sandbox during DICI”, and find that when an app attempts to
invoke external methods via DICI, it loads the corresponding
code files (belonging to the victim app) into the memory space
of the attack app as a side effect. We confirmed that this un-
documented feature applies to all types of executables on the
Android platform, including Dalvik Executable (Dex), ahead-
of-time (AOT) compiled code, and third-party native libraries,
and such code loading turns out to be successful even if the
external invocation request is rejected (due to proper security
measures). This observation thus enables carefully crafted
cache-based side-channel attacks to completely break app
sandboxing and permission-based access control, allowing
a stealthy app to, for the first time, monitor detailed runtime
behavior of other apps non-intrusively without any unusual
privileges.

We tested the effectiveness of ANDROSCOPE on moni-
toring the method execution of a number of open-source apps
and confirmed that ANDROSCOPE could effectively extract
sensitive and app-specific user behavior. As two representative
use cases, we demonstrate that ANDROSCOPE successfully
infers driving routes taken by a navigation app and keystroke
dynamics of a communication app. In conclusion, we make
the following contributions.

• For the first time, we identified another layer of security
threat exposed by Android’s undocumented DICI mech-
anism, which could lead to inter-app privacy leakage
that bypasses Android’s app sandboxing.

• We have implemented a proof-of-concept attack frame-
work called ANDROSCOPE, which leverages the DICI
vulnerability to conduct non-intrusive inter-app runtime
behavior monitoring via the cache-based side channel
with zero privilege. ANDROSCOPE shows its capability
to directly probe a victim’s private code, surpassing prior
methods that relied on shared libraries and system APIs.

• We conducted a comprehensive evaluation on the ef-
effectiveness of ANDROSCOPE using real-world devices
and apps, which confirmed the validity of DICI-based
sandbox breach and suggested that the issue may be
universal to all Android-based systems. The result also
demonstrates that ANDROSCOPE addresses concerns
about background noise as raised in previous approaches
focused on the shared libraries and system APIs.

2 Background

2.1 Android App Sandboxing

App sandboxing is a fundamental security feature of the An-
droid operating system, which helps protect the device and
user data by isolating each app from both other apps and
the rest of the system. This ensures that apps cannot inter-
fere with each other’s operations or access unauthorized re-
sources and data. The construction of the app sandbox is
based on three mechanisms, namely Discretionary Access
Control (DAC) [11], Mandatory Access Control (MAC) [41],
and the Android permissions [16] mechanism. Both DAC and
MAC are inherited from Linux. Specifically, DAC restricts
access to resources based on user and group identity. By as-
signing each application a unique UNIX user ID (UID) and a
dedicated directory, Android runs each app in its own inde-
pendent user space with the file system set up in a way that each
app can only access its own data and resources. MAC further
enforces finer-grained protections by dictating whether an in-
process action is allowed based on a set of pre-defined policies
concerning the security contexts (i.e., collections of security
labels that classify resources) of the involved parties. Last
but not the least, Android permissions control data sharing
among apps of UIDs and system resources (such as camera,
GPS, contacts, and etc.). An app must declare permissions in
advance (or, in the case of dangerous permissions, explicitly)
so that invocations can be granted.

Android’s use of MAC policy has evolved over time to
meet the increasing demands of mobile security. In the early
versions of Android (before Android 4.3), it relied heavily
on DAC and allowed apps to run with the permissions of the
user who installed them. This provided only limited security
as apps had broad access to the privileged resources. With
the release of Android 4.3, SELinux was introduced as an
additional layer of security, but the implementation was per-
missive by default, i.e., it logged policy violations but did
not actively enforce policies. Android finally switched its
SELinux to enforcing mode since Android 5 to actively en-
force the pre-defined security policies.
2.2 Dynamic Inter-App Component Sharing with Package Context

The initial purpose of DICI is for inter-app communication so that one app can leverage resources from other apps during its execution. Listing 1 shows an example of DICI used in plugin implementation in the app with package name kl.ime.oh, which intends to invoke a method named predict that belongs to the M class of a Chinese keyboard plugin app called klye.hanwriting. Specifically, the API createPackageContext is called at Line 7 to create a context of klye.hanwriting. The second parameter of this API is known as flags, allowing developers to specify how should the package context be created, most notably:

- 0x0001 (CONTEXT_INCLUDE_CODE), allowing access to the code in the loaded package.
- 0x0002 (CONTEXT_IGNORE_SECURITY), ignoring any security restrictions. When it is enabled with CONTEXT_INCLUDE_CODE, code is loaded even if it unsafe to do so. features of the accessed resources.

```java
class<?> loadClass = M.i
    .createPackageContext("klye.
    hanwriting", 3).getClassLoader()
    .loadClass("klye.hanwriting.M");

Listing 1: Example of direct inter-app code invocation
```

In this example, the value 3 (0x0001|0x0002) enables both flags CONTEXT_INCLUDE_CODE and CONTEXT_IGNORE_SECURITY on loading the class klye.hanwriting.M on-the-fly. The method object is acquired with the class object containing it (Lines 9-13). Android first locates the APK file based on the package name provided, and then opens it and dynamically loads classes.dex into the current address space.

Despite the lack of explicit documentation, DICI is a legitimate mechanism used by various apps published on Google Play Store (see more details in Section 3.6). It is important to emphasize that even if the method invocation fails (for valid reasons like lack of permissions), the file loading operations would have been completed as a side effect and would not be revoked as long as the initiating app is not terminated. Our tests confirmed that this undocumented component sharing mechanism is viable on the most recent Android 14.

Existing work [17] pointed out that this mechanism can be used to plagiarize supposedly-protected functionalities, but the potential risk of side-channel attacks was overlooked. As a matter of fact, both base.vdex and base.odex are used by the Android Runtime for actual execution of apps, such that the overhead of repeatedly verifying and optimizing classes.dex can be avoided. With these observations, we investigate how the DICI mechanism could be used to launch side-channel attacks with the purpose of fully circumventing Android app sandboxing.

2.3 CPU Caches and Side-Channel Attacks

Program execution often has temporal and spatial locality, i.e., the most recently accessed memory addresses as well as nearby addresses are often accessed in the near future. To exploit locality, modern CPU architectures use caches to store recently accessed code and data. These caches are often organized into multiple levels with different sizes and access speeds. For example, on ARM CPUs, there are commonly two levels of caches L1 and L2, with L1 being faster and smaller while L2 being larger and slower. On multi-core CPUs, lower-level caches (L2) are often shared among multiple CPU cores. Modern caches are usually organized with an N-way associative table. The basic unit of memory allocation in a cache is called a line or cache line of a typical size of 64 bytes.

An adversary could infer secret information about a running program by observing its use of CPU caches, which is typically called cache side-channel attacks. Initially, cache side-channel attacks were performed on cryptographic algorithms [25, 26, 36, 40, 45]. Previous studies have explored different types of cache side-channel attacks: Evict+Time [38], Prime+Probe [38], Flush+Reload [48], and Evict+Reload [19]. Evict+Time and Prime+Probe allow an adversary to determine which cache sets are used during the victim’s computation and have been exploited to attack cryptographic algorithms [38]. In particular, in Evict+Time attacks, the attacker first causes the victim to run, preload its cache lines, and establish a baseline execution time. The attacker then evicts a cache line of interest and runs the victim code again, with a variation in execution time indicating that the line of interest was accessed. Prime+Probe attacks pre-load every cache line in the target cache set with its own memory blocks so that the adversary can make sure her future memory
accesses will be served by the cache unless some of the cache lines are evicted by the victim program during its execution. Therefore, her own cache misses will reveal the victim’s cache usage.

**FLUSH+RELOAD [48]** allows an attacker to determine which specific instructions are executed and which specific data is accessed by the victim program. Specifically, in FLUSH+RELOAD attacks, the adversary shares some physical memory pages (e.g., through shared libraries and system components) with the victim. By issuing flush instructions on certain virtual address ranges, the adversary can flush the (physical) cache lines that correspond to this address range out of the entire cache hierarchy. Therefore, any future reading (RELOAD) of the cache lines will be slower because they are loaded from the memory unless they have been accessed by the victim. Since some ARM processors do not have a flush instruction, EVICT+RELOAD has been proposed by replacing the flush instruction in FLUSH+RELOAD by eviction. This paper makes use of FLUSH+RELOAD to trace the execution of an app in Android.

3 ANDROSCOPE

In this section, we first provide an overview of the proposed attack starting with the threat model. We then describe the individual components of the attack in detail.

3.1 Threat Model

In the attack scenarios assumed by ANDROSCOPE, the adversary’s general goal is to passively eavesdrop behavior of another victim app. The adversary is assumed to be local, i.e., the attack process is co-located with the victim process on the same physical device, and are both executed within the same operating system environment. Nonetheless, the attack process is considered to be isolated from the victim by app sandboxing and is not allowed to break such isolation via any intrusive approaches. We assume that the physical device is a multi-core system, and the attack and victim processes can run simultaneously on different cores. The attack process can create a few threads that run continuously in the background, but cannot attempt to obtain root privileges or request any special permissions. The adversary could perform offline reverse engineering of the victim app and correlate the memory addresses of methods to be targeted by its runtime surveillance.

3.2 Overall Workflow

Rather than leaking system-wide information via shared code components as demonstrated in previous work, ANDROSCOPE is designed to monitor app-specific methods to circumvent the protection of app sandboxing. In particular, utilizing the DICI mechanism enables ANDROSCOPE to load all the necessary executables of a victim app into the attacker’s own memory space, creating a side-channel attack surface for the attacker process to probe any method of the victim as if observing it from inside using an endoscope (hence the name “ANDROSCOPE”).

Figure 1 illustrates the overall workflow of the proposed attack. ANDROSCOPE consists of three phases to create an app-specific side-channel attack.

- **Phase 1: Reconnaissance (Section 3.3)** In order to detect sensitive information through side-channel probing, the adversary first determines which of the victim app’s executable files are required and the offsets of the particular methods that are of interest. This is done offline with the adversary obtaining and conducting reconnaissance on the victim app’s APK in advance.

- **Phase 2: Sandbox Penetration (Section 3.4)** With the reconnaissance results from Phase 1, the adversary deploys ANDROSCOPE (likely via a cover app with seemingly reasonable functionality) to detect whether the targeted victim app has also been installed. Upon a positive answer, ANDROSCOPE would leverage the DICI mechanism to load necessary code files of the victim app. This ensures that the ANDROSCOPE process shares physical code pages with the victim app of the DICI-loaded code files.

- **Phase 3: Side-Channel Probing (Section 3.5)** After the prior steps, the adversary finally launches side-channel probing of FLUSH+RELOAD to detect fine-grained traces of executions occurring within the victim app’s code region, and thus gaining awareness of the sensitive runtime status of the victim.

To achieve the expected attack goal, a number of technical details are critical for the implementation of ANDROSCOPE. Note that our study was carried out on two smartphones as
listed in Table 1, which are both mounted with Qualcomm’s ARMv8-A CPUs that adopt big.LITTLE architectures. Both devices have the cache line flushing instruction unlocked by default, making it available in user space.

3.3 Reconnaissance

Recall that the purpose of the reconnaissance phase is to determine which parts of a victim code are of interests in the side-channel attack. While the specific methods to be targeted can be selected via a careful manual analysis, the adversary must still be able to parse different types of executable files such that the linear address of these methods at runtime can be correctly resolved.

Today, the Android platform uses a runtime environment called Android runtime (ART) to execute methods in apps. ART uses ahead-of-time (AOT) compilation and, starting from Android 7.0, uses a combination of AOT, just-in-time (JIT), and profile-guided compilations. Specifically, before Android 8.0, an app is installed without any AOT compilation, but an Optimized Dalvik EXecutable (ODEX) named base.odex is generated with only Dalvik bytecode. When the device is idle and charging, a compilation daemon AOT-compiles frequently used code to machine code based on a profile generated during the first few runs, and inserts the instructions into the ODEX file. Starting from Android 8.0, however, ART stopped merging the DEX files into a single base.odex but introduced a VDEX file called base.vdex to store the copy of original DEX files. In addition, an increasing number of Android developers are incorporating third-party native libraries in their applications for code reuse, CPU-intensive tasks, and other purposes. According to the new runtime environment, the adversary therefore needs to parse all the aforementioned types of files so that the address of any potential targets of our attack can be obtained.

3.3.1 VDEX file Parsing

In order to obtain the target addresses of methods executed by the Dalvik Virtual Machine (DVM), we employ the vdexExtractor [5] utility for the parsing of VDEX files. vdexExtractor represents a command-line tool designed for the decompilation and extraction of Android Dex bytecode from VDEX files. These VDEX files are produced in conjunction with ODEX files during the optimization of bytecode by the dex2oat ART runtime compiler.

More specifically, we analyze the output file generated by vdexExtractor and extract the offset value (referred to as \texttt{vdex_offset}) corresponding to the method of interest based on its method name. It is worth noting that each method is subject to an additional fixed offset of 0x40 on our devices. The extra offset 0x40 is to account for a 4-byte magic number and a 4-byte version field at the beginning of the file. Consequently, the ultimate address utilized in the \texttt{FLUSH+RELOAD} attack is computed as follows: \texttt{vdex_base_address + 0x40 + vdex_offset}. Here, \texttt{vdex_base_address} is determined by examining the mapped location of base.vdex of the victim within the /proc/self/maps directory of the attacker.

3.3.2 ODEX file Parsing

We employ the oadump utility to acquire the target offset, denoted as \texttt{odex_offset}, pertaining to a native-compiled method subject to AOT compilation. Furthermore, our investigation reveals the presence of a constant offset of 0x1000 (which corresponds to the ELF header page) that is uniformly applied to each native-compiled method on our devices. The ultimate address computation is achieved by summing the values of \texttt{odex_base_address}, which is ascertained by inspecting the mapped location of base.odex associated with the victim within the /proc/self/maps directory of the attacker, with 0x1000 and \texttt{odex_offset}.

3.3.3 Third-Party Native Library Parsing

Parsing a native library can be accomplished with ease by employing Executable and Linkable Format (ELF) analysis tools like objdump and readelf. These tools facilitate the retrieval of method offsets. In this paper, we make use of objdump to disassemble the native library and obtain the offset of the methods.

3.4 Sandbox Penetration

The most fundamental intention of Android’s app sandboxing is to prevent any user process from accessing another process’s private resources (e.g., code, data, config files). However, our observation on the undocumented DICI mechanism, especially regarding its side effect of dynamic code loading, puts a question mark on the effectiveness of app sandboxing.

Here we select Organic Maps, an open-source app from F-Droid, as an exemplary target to illustrate how DICI can be exploited to penetrate Android app sandboxing. Listing 2 shows the code snippet used for this mock attack testing, where the invocations at Lines 3 and 4 implement DICI in the exact same way as described in Section 2.2, only that the parameter \texttt{victimPackageName} is set to \texttt{app.organicmaps}, the package name of the victim app. We find that these two
```java
public class MainActivity {
    public void LoadVictim(String victimPackageName, String victimClass, Optional<String> victimMethod)
    {
        Context ike = this.createPackageContext(victimPackageName, Context.CONTEXT_INCLUDE_CODE | Context.CONTEXT_IGNORE_SECURITY);
        ClassLoader loader = ike.getClassLoader();
        /* only loading third-party native libraries needs to execute the following code*/
        Class utils = loader.loadClass(victimClass);
        Method method = util.getDeclaredMethod(victimMethod.get(), String.class);
        method.setAccessible(true);
        method.invoke(null, "/sdcard/Documents");
    }
}
```

Listing 2: Code snippet of attack app

```
72c5fc3000-72c71b9000 r-xp 00000000 /data/app/.../app.organicmaps/lib/arm64/liborganicmaps.so
72c77fe000-72c8842000 r-xp 002b8000 /data/app/.../app.organicmaps/oat/arm64/base.odex
72c885f000-72c91be000 r-xp 00000000 /data/app/.../app.organicmaps/oat/arm64/base.vdex
72c950c000-72c9512000 r-xp 0024f000 /data/app/.../com.example.AndroScope/base.apk
72ca449000-72ca4d8000 r-xp 0002d000 /data/app/.../com.example.AndroScope/oat/arm64/base.odex
72ca4db000-72ca9af000 r-xp 00000000 /data/app/.../com.example.AndroScope/oat/arm64/base.vdex
```

Figure 2: Partial memory mapping of the attacker app with DICI

simple invocations are sufficient for the adversary to load all the VDEX and ODEX files of Organic Maps into the memory space of the attacker process. On top of this, we also find that by invoking Java methods that would eventually call a native method located in a particular third-party native library, the specific native library will be mapped to the attacker process as well. As shown in Lines 6 - 9 of Listing 2, we implemented such an invocation using the reflection mechanism with parameters victimClass and victimMethod set, respectively, to app.organicmaps.MwmApplication and nativeGetSettingsDir. The Java method referred by this particular reflection is known to eventually raise a Java Native Interface (JNI) call of the function ToNativeString in library liborganicmaps.so. Figure 2 presents part of the memory mapping of the ANDROSCOPE attack process after running the mock attack snippet. We can see that, beyond its own executable, all three code files of the victim Organic Maps, namely the base.odex, the base.vdex, and the liborganicmaps.so, have been mapped into the address space of the attacker app.

We repeated the same experiments for 1,000 apps downloaded from AndroZoo, a growing collection of Android applications from a few sources, including the official Google Play. The results indicate that ANDROSCOPE can successfully load the VDEX and ODEX files of all the tested apps by leveraging the DICI mechanism. In short, by using the DICI mechanism, ANDROSCOPE can directly load a victim’s private code. This enables it to surpass prior methods relying on shared libraries and system APIs on resolution and resilience.

3.5 Side-Channel Probing

Compared to x86, ARM poses several technical challenges for cache side-channel attacks. For starters, not all ARM processors support the CLFLUSH instruction directly. However, ARM v8 offers instructions to flush data and instruction caches, allowing ANDROSCOPE to adopt an instruction sequence as given in Listing 3 to launch FLUSH+RELOAD attack.

```
// Cleans and Invalidates data cache by
asm volatile("DC CIVAC, %0" :: "r"(address));
// Ensures completion of the cleaning and
asm volatile("DSB ISH");
// Synchronize the fetched instruction stream
asm volatile("ISB");
```

Listing 3: Flush instruction in the FLUSH+RELOAD attack

Another challenge is that many ARM CPUs do not have a data-inclusive shared last-level cache (LLC). Green et al. [18] have also shown that there are other features in the ARM CPU implementation that make an attack more difficult. For instance, ARM devices implement inclusive and non-inclusive caches alike with both properties co-existing even in the same cache hierarchy. Fortunately, most ARM CPUs are cache-coherent. When a process accesses a cache line not currently cached in its own core, the CPU will try to fetch it from other cores in case other processes are accessing it. If successful, the resulting access will be much faster than accessing from
One additional challenge is regarding the big.LITTLE architecture [31] adopted by many ARM CPUs consist of a System-on-a-Chip (SoC) made from two discrete computing clusters, one low-power group of cores and one high-power group. It appears that only cores among big and LITTLE have the proper cache coherency protocol that can be exploited, which requires the attacker and victim to be on different classes of cores. Further, we find it interesting that flushing takes significantly more time on the big cores (likely due to their cache replacement policy). As a result, ANDROSCOPE pins the attack threads on the “LITTLE” cores, both for performance consideration and also for reasons that high-value victim apps tend to exploit “big” cores for better user experiences.

Additionally, the existing threshold calibration method lacks reliability across devices from various manufacturers and models. Therefore, we have devised an adaptive strategy to accurately calculate the runtime cache hit/miss threshold on any given device. Specifically, we dynamically adjust the hit/miss threshold during runtime by monitoring the occurrence of false positives following a FLUSH+RELOAD operation. If the number of false positives exceeds a predefined threshold, we decrease the hit/miss threshold accordingly.

Last but not the least, given that side-channel probing is, after all, not a deterministic metric, we introduce a simple voting mechanism to improve the accuracy, which is by all means to monitor multiple addresses in the same method and come to the cache hit/miss conclusion according to the majority. Due to the minimum cache line size, we avoid monitoring more than one address in the same 64-byte code snippet. Moreover, our tests show that ARM CPUs tend to trigger the pre-fetching mechanism when a continuous segment of address space is accessed more than four times in a short period, causing any subsequent side-channel accesses to contribute nothing but false positives. Therefore, we also avoid probing more than four addresses of the same targeted method.

Note that for ARM processors that do not have a flush instruction, ANDROSCOPE makes use of the EVICT+RELOAD approach [46] to carry out its cache side-channel attacks.

### 3.6 DICl in Real-World Apps

To understand the usage of DICl in real-world Android apps (a different usage from that described in Section 3.4 where DICl was used by our attacker app), we utilize Soot [21] and FlowDroid [7] to construct and parse the call graph in 1,000 apps downloaded from AndroZoo, tracing how DICl is employed in the analyzed apps to gain insights into the prevalence and utilization of DICl. In summary, we find that DICl is used by 227 apps to load code in Google Mobile Services (GMS), including YouTube Kids1, XPlayer2, and QR & Barcode Scanner3. Additionally, we find that 412 apps call createPackageContext to obtain the context of other applications without loading the code, allowing them to access data stored in the Shared Preferences of other applications.

### 4 Evaluation

Now we present our experiences in applying ANDROSCOPE to attack two real-world applications, Organic Maps and Briar, for the purpose of inferring sensitive user behaviors. The two victim applications are chosen due to them being primary targets of recent attacks, which enables us to compare with related work and reveal the unique offering of ANDROSCOPE in attack scenarios involving unauthorized, app-specific behavior inferring. Table 2 summarizes the prior work on the two applications as well as the new perspectives ANDROSCOPE offers. Although our attack scheme shares some common objectives with prior work, it offers two important unique properties. First, it does not require any specific permission, unlike prior work that leverages sensor readings. Second, it captures finer-grained behaviors of the targeted victim app in particular, unlike prior work that leverages system-level method invocations which include noise from other apps. The two apps also allow us to demonstrate our capability in monitoring all three types of victim code, including ODEX, VDEX, and native libraries.

To evaluate the extent and precision to which ANDROSCOPE can monitor app-specific behaviors across different app sandboxes, we implemented our scheme demo as a regular third-party app to carry out the mock attacks. In the following subsections, we go into details of each experiment and explain the specific target methods to be monitored, the intermediate results in detecting method executions, and the resulting overall capability in inferring user behaviors.

Recall that ANDROSCOPE monitors multiple addresses in one method and applies simple output voting to improve our accuracy of CPU cache side-channel monitoring. When attacking Organic Maps, our attack app leverages up to four targets within a single method at least four cache lines apart and uses an output voting threshold of three out of four; whereas for Briar, ANDROSCOPE uses up to three targets within a method at least two cache lines apart with an output voting threshold of two out of three. This is because that methods of Briar are generally shorter than those of Organic Maps. We further discuss such practical settings at the end of this section.

---

1MD5: eca46e3eb7c931430e0c5f2f9d860f
2MD5: fe9cc8e71e0d857dbd6ce2e0f0b02a983b
3MD5: 8628586a3984c474673019d59d3311ad
Table 2: Comparison with Previous Work on Inferring App Behavior

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Organic Maps</th>
<th>Briar</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sensitive behavior to be inferred</td>
<td>Route taken in driving navigation</td>
<td>Keystroke dynamics in typing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Information leveraged</td>
<td>Prior work</td>
<td>Timing of system-level method execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>ANDROSCOPE</td>
<td>Timing of app-level method execution</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Unique offering by ANDROSCOPE</td>
<td>Methods from ODEX and native libraries</td>
<td>Methods from VDEX</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• No permissions needed</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Detecting start/end of navigation session</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>• Detecting start/sending of a message</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.1 Inferencing Driving Routes

In this subsection, we investigate the potential of tracking users’ mobility without explicitly requesting permissions to access the phone sensors or location services. More specifically, we demonstrate that ANDROSCOPE can accurately recover the route taken by the victim device user by tracing the execution of methods in the navigation app Organic Maps. Our observation is that when the vehicle approaches a turn, a turning notification audio will be played, and the detection of the execution of such audio-playing methods enables our attack app to recover the timestamps of each turning, which can be used to infer the route. Here we assume that the attacker has knowledge of the travel area of the victim (e.g., known to live in Boston) via other means such as analyzing IP addresses or social networks.

Monitored methods. We monitor driving-related methods encompassing route initiation, directional transitions, moments of immobility, and culmination. The primary objective of this study is to ascertain the effectiveness of ANDROSCOPE in elucidating the execution of these procedures. The details about these methods can be found in Table 3. Notably, the first three methods are intrinsic to a third-party native library, while the last method pertain to the ODEX file. When the vehicle approaches a directional change, both GetDirectionTextId and requestAudioFocus are invoked. In cases where vehicular motion is interrupted, for instance, at traffic lights, method OnViewportChanged is further scrutinized to determine whether the vehicle remains in motion along its designated route or is at a standstill. Lastly, method nativeGenerateNotifications serves the dual purpose of signaling the commencement and culmination of a driving session.

Implementation. Besides the technical details described in Section 3.4 and 3.5, our attack app leveraged the same algorithm proposed by SENSOR [35] to process the logged cache hit timestamps for the selected methods and subsequently infer driving routes indicated by the gathered data. This design is to make our approach as comparable as possible with the previous work of the same attack purpose.

A sample route. Figure 3 illustrates an example of the tested driving route and its corresponding side-channel cache-hit timestamps for the monitored methods. The particular route had five turns (Figure 3a) which resulted in six cache hits for methods GetDirectionTextId and requestAudioFocus, out of which the first five indicated turns while the last one corresponded to an arrival notification. When the vehicle was stationary, we can see that there was no cache hit for method OnViewportChanged, whereas method nativeGenerateNotifications was always invoked. This enables us to deduce vehicle stationary time to arrive at a more accurate driving duration between two consecutive turns.

Intermediate results in detecting turnings. We randomly chose 33 routes in two cities, namely Boston and Waltham (provided by Narain et al. in their work of SENSOR), and simulated the driving using Appium [1] by replaying the GPS coordinates along with the timestamps for both two devices Listed in Table 1. Result of ANDROSCOPE in correctly identifying the turns can be found in Table 4, where we report that our attack accurately identified the turns for 30 and 28 routes (out of 33) in Boston and Waltham respectively. Among the mistaken ones, ANDROSCOPE missed one turn for two routes and falsely identified an additional “turn” for one route in Boston. For Waltham, ANDROSCOPE identified one additional “turn” for three routes and failed to identify any turns for two routes. The timing of all correctly identified turnings, on the other hand, were all detected accurately.

Overall results in route reconstruction. We further demonstrate the effectiveness of ANDROSCOPE by reconstructing routes instead of solely focusing on the number of recoverable turns, utilizing other information obtained by ANDROSCOPE, such as timestamps between turns. To perform a fair comparison with SENSOR, we remove the additional information SENSOR has (e.g., angles of the route curve) and construct a setting with comparable inputs for SENSOR and denote it as SENSOR_OT. The percentage of routes that can be inferred by ANDROSCOPE, SENSOR, and SENSOR_OT are shown in Table 5, which indicate that the timestamps obtained by ANDROSCOPE can be used to effectively infer the route of driving compared to SENSOR_OT. For example, 43% and 47% of routes can be inferred by ANDROSCOPE for mobile phones Xiaomi Mi 11 Lite and Pixel 4a respectively, while SENSOR_OT can only infer 37% of the routes for Boston. For routes in Waltham, ANDROSCOPE can infer 64% of them.
Table 3: Method to be monitored

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Type</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>GetDirectionTextId</td>
<td>Indicates that the vehicle is approaching a turn</td>
<td>liborganicmaps.so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>OnViewportChanged</td>
<td>Indicates whether the vehicle continues moving along the route or is stationary</td>
<td>liborganicmaps.so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>nativeGenerateNotifications</td>
<td>Indicates that the navigation started and ended</td>
<td>liborganicmaps.so</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>requestAudioFocus</td>
<td>Indicates that the vehicle is approaching a turn</td>
<td>base.odex</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Comparison with Traditional Approach. We find that when a turn is approaching, the monitored method `requestAudioFocus` of Organic Maps eventually sends a request to the Android service `AudioManager` by invoking `android.media.AudioManager.requestAudioFocus` located in `/system/framework/arm64/boot-framework.oat`. This file contains compiled code for core framework classes and methods provided by the Android framework and is shared across user processes. This means that in order to achieve the same attack described in this section like ANDROSCOPE, existing work regarding cache-based side-channel attacks against Android devices would have to probe the underlying system (framework) API as mentioned above to implicitly infer the navigation behaviors of Organic Maps. However, the audio focus mechanism provided by `AudioManager` serves a wide spread of different types of apps, such as Spotify and WhatsApp, enabling them to request exclusive or temporary control over the audio output of the device. As such, the execution of the aforementioned framework API alone can mean various types of events (other than navigation), e.g., viewing short videos or hearing voice messages, causing the existing Android side-channel work to be trapped in significant noise interference.

![Route example](image1)  
(a) Route example

![Route example](image2)  
(b) FLUSH+RELOAD side-channel result

Figure 3: Route and FLUSH+RELOAD result.

for both mobile phones while SENSOR_OT can only infer 54% of them.
Table 4: Routes distribution under ANDROScope. Correctly identified means all identified turns correspond to ground truth. Extra one means ANDROScope mistakenly identified one additional turn while Miss one means ANDROScope misses one turn compared to ground truth. Failed means ANDROScope cannot identify any turns at all.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>Xiaomi Mi 11 Lite</th>
<th>Pixel 4a</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Correctly identified</td>
<td>Extra one</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>30</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waltham</td>
<td>28</td>
<td>3</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 5: Percentage of routes that can be inferred by ANDROScope, SENSOR, and SENSOR_OT

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>City</th>
<th>ANDROScope</th>
<th>SENSOR</th>
<th>SENSOR_OT</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Xiaomi</td>
<td>Pixel 4a</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Boston</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>47%</td>
<td>67%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Waltham</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>64%</td>
<td>93%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

4.2 Inferring Keystroke Dynamics

In this subsection, we demonstrate that ANDROScope can be used to launch keystroke timing attacks as well. The high-level observation is that by monitoring the callback methods of keyboard pressing using our attack, an adversary could obtain precise timing of each key press, which could be subsequently used to infer the actual words and sentences typed. Our work differs from the prior work of ARMageddon [30] in that we monitor app-level methods instead of system-level methods, which not only eliminates noise introduced by other apps when they execute the same system-level method implementations, but also enables our attack to gain more knowledge on what is being input by the user (e.g., characters or spaces). In addition, the method-level difference also makes ANDROScope immune to counter-measures like KeyDrown [42] which runs through the same code path in the shared library for all, fake and real, keystrokes.

As shown in Listing 4, Briar implements its own overloaded version of the onTextChanged function, which is called to notify that, within the parameter string s, the count characters beginning at start have just replaced old text that had length before. Specifically, if isEmpty is true (indicating that the text was previously empty), it checks whether the characters that were added (count) contain any leading whitespace characters (Lines 3 - 8). If there are non-whitespace characters among the added ones, it means the text is no longer empty. If isEmpty is false and before is greater than 0 (indicating that characters have been replaced), it checks from the beginning of the text (index 0) to see if the entire text consists of whitespace characters (Lines 8 - 15). Note that after a spacebar is pressed, the current Android system will set offset to zero. When subsequently the next letter is typed, function countLeadingWhiteSpace will not be executed.
Table 6: Method to be monitored in Briar

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Method Name</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Purpose</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>onTextChanged</td>
<td>Gets called when the chat box changes from empty to non-empty or from non-empty to empty</td>
<td>Indicates the start of a message and the sent of a message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>updateViewState</td>
<td>Updates the composite button functionality. When there is no text in the chat box, the button becomes an ‘attachment’ icon. When it is filled with text, the button becomes a ‘send’ icon.</td>
<td>Indicates the start of a message and the sent of a message</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>onTextChanged</td>
<td>Gets called whenever a letter is typed, deleted, or when the space bar is pressed</td>
<td>Used together with method countLeadingWhitespace to determine the start of a new word.</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>countLeadingWhitespace</td>
<td>Counts the number of leading whitespaces from the current cursor position up until the last character typed</td>
<td>Used together with method onTextChanged to determine a space has been entered and indicates the start of a new word</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

```java
public void onTextChanged(CharSequence s, int start, int before, int count) {
    if (isEmpty) {
        isEmpty = false;
        listener.onTextIsEmptyChanged(false);
    } else if (before > 0) {
        // Characters have been removed or replaced - check from the start
        int length = s.length();
        if (countLeadingWhitespace(s, 0, length) < count) {
            isEmpty = true;
            listener.onTextIsEmptyChanged(true);
        }
    }
}
```

Listing 4: Code snippet of function onTextChanged

**A sample message.** For instance, consider the message “This is a message sent”. Upon pressing the space bar following the word “This”, the value of `offset` was set to zero. Subsequently, when the letter `i` was typed, in accordance with the established policy, the code lines in the else condition (Lines 10 - 13 of Figure 4) were not executed, thereby precluding the execution of the `countLeadingWhiteSpace` method. However, upon typing `s`, the value of `offset` became one since there was no white space immediately ahead of it, prompting the invocation of the `countLeadingWhiteSpace` method.

It is important to note that throughout this entire process, the `onTextChanged` method was consistently invoked. Consequently, these two methods were employed to ascertain the length of an individual word being typed. The method that we probed on Google Pixel 4a can be found in Table 6 and all four methods were located in the VDEX file.

The side-channel cache-hit result on these four methods is shown in Figure 5. We can see that `ANDROSCOPE` accurately identified the starting and sending time of a message from the cache hits obtained for methods `onTextIsEmptyChanged` and `updateViewState`. By analyzing the cache hit result for methods `onTextChanged` and `countLeadingWhitespace`, we can see that a cache hit on method `onTextChanged` and no hit on method `countLeadingWhitespace` can be used to indicate the first letter of a new word.

**Results of keystroke timing detected** We computed the inter-keystroke timing difference between the ground truths and `ANDROSCOPE` attacks with five human typing cases and 20 simulated (and replayed) typing cases, and the result is shown in Figure 6. We can see that the timing difference between the ground truth and our attack was trivial, indicating that the obtained cache-hit timestamps may be directly used as resources for keystroke timing attacks. More specifically, the average keystroke timing difference between the ground truth and our side-channel attack was only around 0.00005 seconds while the average time for inter-keystroke was around 0.25 seconds.

**Comparison with Traditional Approach.** Armageddon scans two addresses in the default AOSP keyboard, namely `Latin-IME.odex`, to showcase the capability of word length detection. This requires inspecting the memory mapping file (i.e., `/proc/pid/maps`) of the system application `com.android.inputmethod.latin`. However, accessing files like `/proc/pid/maps` which belong to another app’s process requires root privilege (e.g., with a rooted Android device). The proposed approach, `ANDROSCOPE`, eliminates this requirement and does not need any additional permissions.

### 4.3 Flexibility of ANDROSCOPE

Now we further investigate the flexibility of `ANDROSCOPE` in probing the execution of a method under different configurations to better support the effectiveness of our approach. Specifically, we set the maximum number of addresses to be probed in a particular method to be five, and the minimum gap between two consecutive addresses be one cache line, two cache lines, and four cache lines, respectively. We tested 24
Figure 5: User input reference. The blue x is the ground truth obtained by instrumenting the app, which means the method is really executed. The red x means the cache hit.

Figure 6: Keystroke time difference between side channel and ground truth

methods in the VDEX file, ODEX file, and third-party native library in apps Dolphin [2] and Briar, with the F1 score of ANDROSCOPE in identifying the execution of each method under different configurations shown in Figure 7. Here, “forward” means the monitored addresses are ordered from low to high, and ANDROSCOPE probes the lower one first; whereas “backward” means the addresses are ordered reversely and the higher address is probed first. We can see that although the F1 score differs from method to method, for most methods we can always find a configuration under which ANDROSCOPE can work with a satisfying accuracy. This indicates that when launching the proposed attack, an adversary is in fact quite flexible w.r.t. the detailed attack strategy, the technical arsenal, as well as the selection of target methods.

For certain methods, we observed suboptimal performance, notably in methods 4, 19, and 20. Several factors may contribute to this suboptimal performance, including but not limited to: (1) The potential for cache pollution when a small method shares a cache line with a preceding large method; (2) Cases where a frequently executed method with a short duration may exceed the probing resolution capabilities of ANDROSCOPE; (3) Situations where multiple probed addresses share the same cache set, resulting in conflicts.

4.4 Performance Overhead

To evaluate the runtime overhead of ANDROSCOPE, we conducted experiments by running our attack app on a series of devices listed in Table 1, with it kept in the background for the whole period. We then used one of the most popular benchmarks, Geekbench-6 [3], to assess the devices both with and without appside running. Specifically, Geekbench runs a series of tests on a processor and measures the time it takes for the processor to complete these tasks. The faster the CPU completes the tests, the higher the Geekbench score is.

We configured ANDROSCOPE to probe different numbers of addresses, namely 276, 151, and 104 addresses in Dolphin, and ran Geekbench-6 10 times to obtain the average score. As shown by the results presented in Figure 8, ANDROSCOPE reduced the benchmark scores respectively by 18.09%, 14.98%, and 12.78% for the Xiaomi Mi 11 Lite with the three experiment configurations. For the Pixel 4a, ANDROSCOPE decreased the benchmark score by 27.49% when probing 276 addresses and by 23.13% and 20.14% when probing 151 and 104 addresses. The overhead mainly comes from the side-channel probing. We expect such overhead to decrease when ANDROSCOPE is configured to probe its target addresses less frequently or when the attack is launched on more recent (and powerful) devices.
4.5 Number of Concurrent Addresses Monitored

With this evaluation, we intend to demonstrate the capability of ANDROSCOPE in monitoring multiple code addresses simultaneously. Currently, our FLUSH+RELOAD component occupies one CPU core and conducts sequential polling on a given set of target addresses. Therefore, here we progressively increased the size of ANDROSCOPE’s target address set (+50 a time until the total amount of targets reaches 1,200), with one particular address corresponding to a button click event of a subject app always included; then, the subject app was manually used with the being monitored button clicked for 100 times, to see how many of the clicks were identified. As can be found in Figure 9, the accuracy of our approach was maintained at 100% for Pixel 4a and Xiaomi Mi 11 Lite before the number of scanned target addresses reached 400 and 250, respectively. Beyond these thresholds, the accuracy decreased gradually until down to 62% and 54% respectively when ANDROSCOPE scans 1,200 target addresses simultaneously. It is important to highlight that the previous case studies on Organic Maps and Briar (Section 4.1 and 4.2) only involve scanning 11 and five addresses, respectively. This underscores that scanning 400/250 addresses is sufficient in real attack scenarios to enable ANDROSCOPE to achieve full capability.

4.6 Countermeasures

There are several steps one could take to help mitigate the side-channel attack that we discover.

Firstly, DIC1 usage can be restricted in several ways. Android OS could introduce an enhanced access control mechanism by adding a declaration to the AndroidManifest file. This declaration would define which legitimate apps are allowed to use DIC1 or determine which specific parts of the code (such as classes) can be accessed by other applications through DIC1. By doing so, Android developers and system administrators can exercise greater control over the scope and permissions of DIC1 usage, ensuring that sensitive data and functions are protected from unauthorized access.

We rely on reading the /proc/self/maps file to gather vital details about the VDEX, ODEX, and third-party native libraries of victim apps that are mapped into the attacker’s address space. Restricting access to this sensitive information significantly raises the complexity of the proposed attack.
We modify the Android kernel to enhance security by selectively omitting memory mapping information for files located in other apps’ private directories. Specifically, we revise the `show_map_vma` routine in `task_mmu.c` to not display memory mapping information when the resolved package name does not match with the package name of the current task.

We also evaluated the runtime overhead of this countermeasure by running Geekbench-6. The corresponding scores with and without countermeasures are 1,840 and 1,863, respectively, demonstrating a negligible runtime overhead.

Another way to mitigate the `FLUSH+RELOAD` attack we proposed is to prevent physical memory sharing among apps. This can be achieved by implementing techniques like the `copy-on-access` method proposed by Zhou et al. [51]. With this approach, a state machine is employed to meticulously monitor the sharing of each physical page among distinct security domains, such as containers. Whenever a shared page is accessed by any security domain, an immediate page copy operation is triggered. This proactive measure serves as a strong defense against `FLUSH+RELOAD` attacks by disrupting the mechanism that attackers could exploit.

5 Related Work

5.1 Cache Side-Channel Attacks on ARM

Most of the existing work so far has focused on x86 processors. For ARM, we are aware of some papers that specifically explore the security of caches. ARMageddon [30] makes use of the flush instruction provided by ARM v8 to launch `FLUSH+RELOAD` attacks to probe user input. It also introduces `PRIME+PROBE` and `EVICT+RELOAD` attacks for ARM processors that do not have the flush instruction. Zhang et al. [50] give a systematic exploration of vectors for `FLUSH+RELOAD` attacks on ARM processors and use the `FLUSH+RELOAD` attacks to trace software execution. AutoLock [18] explores how the `AutoLock` feature found in some ARM processors could be used to thwart some cache timing attacks. It also shows how attackers can overcome the feature and perform `EVICT+TIME` and `PRIME+PROBE` attacks. TruSpy [49] analyzes timing cache side-channel attacks on ARM TrustZone and exploits cache contention between the normal world and the secure world to leak secret information from TrustZone protected code using `PRIME+PROBE` attack. Lee et al. [28] explore `FLUSH+RELOAD` attacks on the ARM FPGA by exploiting Accelerator Coherency Port (ACP) and iTimed [20] makes use of `PRIME+PROBE` and `FLUSH+RELOAD` to attack Apple A10 Fusion System-on-a-Chip (SOC). Wang et al. [46] make use of `EVICT+RELOAD` attacks to extract a user’s password and PIN.

5.2 Side-Channel Attacks on Mobile Sensors

IMU sensor readings on mobile devices have been used to infer sensitive information too. Abdul Rehman et al. [24] proposed and developed an application on the Android platform that runs in the background and gathers information in accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer to infer the keystrokes being typed. Some work [8, 34, 39] used the accelerometer sensor to infer password inputs. Sashank et al. [35] utilized the accelerometer, gyroscope, and magnetometer to infer the route of driving. However, these approaches are known to be very sensitive to random noise and heterogeneous human behavior patterns.

6 Discussion

6.1 Other Scenarios of ANDROSCOPE

In addition to monitoring method execution, ANDROSCOPE exhibits the capability to infer sensitive data. A notable illustration of this capability lies in the DICI mechanism, which may be employed to access data stored in the `SharedPreferences` of another application. `SharedPreferences` serves as a frequently utilized repository for storing key-value pairs, and this repository can encompass sensitive information [9, 29].

6.2 Limitations

Due to the nature of DICI, an app can add noises to ANDROSCOPE by invoking the monitored methods in the victim app. This potential for noise arises from the fact that other apps can inadvertently trigger the same methods that ANDROSCOPE is monitoring. Since we `FLUSH+RELOAD` multiple functions at the same time, the likelihood of these functions being called together by another app is very low. Hence, most background noise of this kind can be eliminated.

Secondly, a Java method will be compiled using the just-in-time (JIT) compiler and stored in a code cache if it is frequently executed. This optimization mechanism enhances the performance of the application by allowing frequently used methods to be readily available in compiled form. However, this code cache is specific to each individual application and is not shared between the attack and the victim apps. Consequently, ANDROSCOPE cannot be used to launch an attack against this type of method. We observe the activation of JIT compilation after methods have been executed more than 100 times. During periods of device idleness and charging, Android initiates the re-compilation of applications based on the aggregated profile generated during initial runs. At this stage, high-frequency methods are incorporated as native components within the ODEX file. Consequently, frequently executed methods may experience temporary inaccessibility when located inside the code cache due to JIT compilation. However, AndroScope regains access to such code.
by patiently waiting and subsequently reloading the ODEX associated with the targeted application.

Thirdly, when an app targets Android 11 (API level 30) or higher and queries for information about other apps installed on a device, the system filters this information by default. In this case, the attacker needs to manually use the `<queries>` element in the manifest file to declare the need for package visibility, so that DICI can work. The `<queries>` element allows developers to specify which packages or components they need to access, granting their apps the necessary permissions to interact with these elements. It's a security measure introduced by Android to protect user privacy and data. While some application stores, like the Google Play Store, may remove the malicious app, attackers can employ various methods to install it, including through advertising and phishing.

7 Responsible Disclosure

We have responsibly informed Google about the risk posed by DICI regarding its potential to bypass Android app sandboxing and infer private information related to individual apps through cache-based side-channel attacks. Google informed us that they have completed their assessment on June 7, 2024, have determined that the issue is of moderate severity, and will pass it to their feature team to fix in an upcoming release. It remains unclear to us how this issue is to be fixed.

8 Conclusion

In this paper, we propose ANDROSCOPE, a side-channel attack scheme that fully circumvents the application sandboxing mechanism of Android by leveraging the DICI mechanism supported by the platform. The experimental results on a number of real-world apps showed that ANDROSCOPE can be used to successfully infer fine-grained user behavior by probing app-specific methods executed in the victim processes, with the attack app not conducting any intrusive operations, obtaining root privilege or requesting any unusual permissions.
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